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Structural, electronic, and optical properties
of oligoquinolines for light-emitting diodes
Lei-Jiao Lia, Ji-Kang Feng a,b* and Ai-Min Rena
The purpose of this work is to provide an in-depth in
J. Phys. Or
vestigation of the electronic and optical properties of a series of
n-type conjugated oligomers, including 4-phenyl-6-(4-phenylquinolin-6-yl)quinoline (B1), 6,6(-bis(2,4-diphenylquinoline)
(B1PPQ), 6,6(-bis(2-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-4-phenylquinoline) (BtBPQ), 6,6(-bis(2-p-biphenyl)-4-phenylquinoline) (B2PPQ),
and 4-(6-(2-(4-aminophenyl)-4-phenylquinolin-6-yl)-4-phenylquinolin-2-yl)benzenamine (BNPPQ). The geometric and
electronic structures of the oligomers in the ground state were investigated using density functional theory (DFT) and
the ab initio HF, whereas the lowest singlet excited states were optimized with ab initio CIS. To assign the absorption
and emission peaks observed in the experiment, we computed the energies of the lowest singlet excited states with
time-dependent (TD) DFT (TD-DFT). All DFT calculations were performed using the B3LYP functional and the 6-31G
basis set. The results show that the HOMOs, LUMOs, energies gaps, ionization potentials and electron affinities for
each molecular are significantly affected by varying the aryl substituents, which favor the hole injection into OLEDs.
The absorption and emission spectra exhibit red shifts to some extent [the absorption spectra: 335.85 (B1)<< 370.63
(B1PPQ)<< 376.77 (BtBPQ)<< 388.67 (B2PPQ)<< 412.93nm (BNPPQ); the emission spectra: 391.48 (B1)<< 430.11
(B1PPQ)<< 435.86 (BtBPQ)<< 444.57 (B2PPQ)<< 463.28nm (BNPPQ)]. The radiative lifetimes (t) of each oligomers are
calculated as well. Because of introducing the cooperation with the electron donators such as the amidocyanogen in
the common 4-phenyl-6-(4-phenylquinolin-6-yl)quinoline core for BNPPQ, which results in improving the hole-
creating ability. Copyright � 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

The n-type conjugated oligomers constitute an active com-
ponent of organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) since they
exhibit unique and interesting optoelectronic properties.[1–8] As a
result, a wide range of functionalized n-type conjugated
oligomers have been designed and synthesized to tune the
desirable optical and electronic properties and to enhance the
processing and morphological properties. However, the highly
efficient p-stacking interactions of the n-type conjugated
oligomers in solid state significantly reduced their photolumi-
nescence (PL) quantum yields and shifted their emission spectra
to yellow, orange, and red ranges.[9–12] So some new blue
light-emitting organic materials are also needed for developing
high-performance blue OLEDs.
In parallel to recent experimental work on the oligomers,

theoretical efforts have indeed begun to constitute an important
source of valuable information, complementing the experimental
studies in the characterization of the nature and the properties of
the ground-states and lowest electronic excited states.[13–18]

Here, we investigated in detail five n-type conjugated oligomers
(the sketch map of the structures is depicted in Fig. 1) which have
a common 4-phenyl-6-(4-phenylquinolin-6-yl)quinoline core and
various aryl substituents at both ends. The theoretical investi-
gation on the ionization potentials (IP), electron affinities (EAs),
and band gaps of these molecules is very instrumental in guiding
the experimental synthesis. In particular, the influence of
substitution on various optical and electronic properties is the
topic of the present work.
g. Chem. 2009, 22 118–124 Copyright �
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

In the calculation, C2 symmetry is adopted to settle the
conformations of all the models both in the ground and the
excited states. The ground-state geometries as well as their
cationic and anionic geometries were fully optimized using the
DFT//B3LYP/6-31G. It has been reported in the literature[19,20] that
the 6-31G basic set yields a similar result on the prediction of
dihedral angle of conjugated materials as that of 6-31G* (6-31G*

basic set with added augmentation of polarization function).
Since the calculation of B3LYP/6-31G* is time-consuming for
conjugated oligomers, the 6-31G is chosen as the basic set for the
present study. Based on the optimized ground-state structures
calculated by ab initio HF/6-31G method, the lowest singlet
excited-state structures were carried out with ab initio CIS/6-31G.
We have used time-dependent density functional theory
2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.



Figure 1. Sketch structures of five oligoquinolines

Figure 2. Optimized structures of B1, B1PPQ, BtBPQ, B2PPQ, and BNPPQ

by DFT//B3LYP/6-31G

STRUCTURAL, ELECTRONIC, AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES
(TD-DFT) as it has previously been shown to be applicable for
calculations of both absorption and emission properties for a
large number of molecules.[21,22] In addition, the various
properties of the oligomers, such as IP, EA, HOMO-LUMO gap
(DH–L), optical band gap (Eg), and the decay lifetimes (t), were
obtained from the computed results and compared to the
available experimental data. All calculations were done on the SGI
origin 2000 server with the Gaussian03 program package.[23]
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ground-state and excited-state structures

The optimized structures of these oligomers calculated by DFT//
B3LYP/6-31G are depicted in Fig. 2. And the elected bond lengths
and twist angles are collected in Table 1. For the sake of
comparison of the ground and excited structures, a part of bond
lengths and twist angles of the excited structures for these
quinoline oligomers with CIS/6-31G are also list in Table 1.
In the ground state, the DFT calculated results are similar to

those obtained with the HF approach except the twist angles,
which are overestimated by HF method. Both oligomers show
similar torsion angles between the bis(quinoline) units at about
378 (DFT//B3LYP/6-31G) and 448 (HF/6-31G). The 2-phenyl groups
of 6,60-bis(2,4-diphenylquinoline) (B1PPQ) are distorted at angles
www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/poc Copyright � 2008
of 11.98relative to the quinoline moiety, whereas these are 11 and
238 in experiment. The 2-(4-tert-butylphenyl) groups of
6,60-bis(2-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-4-phenylquinoline) (BtBPQ) are dis-
torted 6.18, whereas the experimental data are 27 and 368.
Additionally, the 4-phenyl groups of B1PPQ are distorted by 53.78,
and these are 49 and 618 in experiment. These angles are 53.98 in
BtBPQ compared to 58 and 638 in experiment. In fact, it is difficult
to compare the computed and experimental inter-ring angles,
because the rotational disorder was ruled out by optimizing the
structures and the experimental values were measured in the
solid state. Table 1 listes the influence of different substitutions on
the geometry. The presence of these different substitutions on
the common 4-phenyl-6-(4-phenylquinolin-6-yl)quinoline core
leads to only small changes in the inter-ring distances and bond
angles. The bond lengths [see bonds C(1)-C(2) and C(5)-C(6)]
show a slight alternation at about 0.001 Å. The largest change
occurs for the twist angles between the two substitutions and the
4-phenyl-6-(4-phenylquinolin-6-yl)quinoline core. The twist
angles are similar for B1PPQ (11.98), 6,60-bis(2-p-biphenyl)-4-
phenylquinoline) (B2PPQ) (6.18), and BtBPQ (7.08), but a little
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. J. Phys. Org. Chem. 2009, 22 118–124
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Table 1. Selected bond lengths and dihedral angles for B1, B1PPQ, BtBPQ, B2PPQ and BNBPQ in ground state and the excited state

Interring distances (Å) Dihedral angles (8) Dipole
moment

(D)C(1)–C(2) C(5)–C(6) C(8)–C(10) C(4)–C(5)–C(6)–C(7) N(9)–C(8)–C(10)–C(11) C(12)–C(1)–C(2)–C(3)

DFT//B3LYP/6-31G
B1 1.487 1.489 — 54.8 — 37.8 4.523
B1PPQ 1.486 1.490 1.486 53.7 11.9 37.6 3.811
BtBPQ 1.485 1.490 1.485 53.9 6.1 38.0 3.673
B2PPQ 1.486 1.490 1.484 53.9 7.0 37.6 3.764
BNPPQ 1.485 1.490 1.479 54.1 4.5 37.3 3.120

HF/6-31G
B1 1.488 1.492 63.4 45.1 4.713
B1PPQ 1.487 1.492 1.485 62.9 22.5 44.7 3.991
BtBPQ 1.487 1.492 1.483 62.9 20.9 44.6 3.845
B2PPQ 1.487 1.492 1.484 63.0 21.0 44.7 3.955
BNPPQ 1.487 1.493 1.479 63.0 16.5 44.5 3.523

CIS/6-31G
B1 1.425 1.483 — 52.7 — 5.4 5.232
B1PPQ 1.428 1.487 1.469 56.1 6.6 7.5 4.414
BtBPQ 1.428 1.487 1.465 56.6 3.5 7.8 4.207
B2PPQ 1.430 1.487 1.463 57.4 1.6 8.5 4.339
BNPPQ 1.430 1.488 1.459 57.1 1.7 9.0 3.722
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smaller for 4-(6-(2-(4-aminophenyl)-4-phenylquinolin-6-yl)-4-
phenylquinolin-2-yl)benzenamine (BNPPQ) (4.58). This difference
should be a result of the smaller steric hindrance in BNPPQ. All the
results suggest that these quinoline derivatives have nonplanar
molecular structures. These structures features are of interest
because they could reduce the p-stacking interaction and the
likelihood of excimer formation in solid films.
The electronic excitation leads to the varieties of the

oligoquinolines’ structures as shown in the values calculated
by HF and CIS approaches. The bonds C(1)—C(2) are shortened
by about 0.06 Å, whereas the bonds C(5)—C(6) are shortened by
only 0.005 Å. The C(8)—C(10) are also shortened a little. As
expected, the twist angles of these quinoline derivatives greatly
vary. The torsion angles between the bis(quinoline) units are 5.4,
7.5, 7.8, 8.5, and 9.08, respectively. This indicates that the singlet
excited states should be much more planar than their ground
states.
The dipole moment values for these quinoline derivatives are

also listed in Table 1. As observed earlier, the HF data are higher
J. Phys. Org. Chem. 2009, 22 118–124 Copyright � 2008 John W
than those calculated by DFT in the ground state. In addition, we
find that the dipole moments of each oligomer in the excited
state are higher than those in the ground state from Table 1.
Frontier molecular orbitals

Interestingly, the main characteristics of the frontier orbitals by
HF/6-31G are similar to ones by DFT//B3LYP/6-31G. To gain
insight into the excitation properties and the ability of electron or
hole transport, we have drawn the HOMOs and LUMOs of B1,
B1PPQ, BtBPQ, B2PPQ, and BNPPQ by DFT in Fig. 3.
As visualized in Fig. 3, the frontier orbitals show p characters

and spread over the whole conjugated molecules. These
oligomers show similar characters as shown in the figure. In
general, the HOMO possesses bonding character and LUMO
holds antibonding character. There is antibonding between the
bridge atoms of the inter-ring, and there is bonding between
iley & Sons, Ltd. www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/poc



Figure 3. HOMO and LUMO orbitals of B1, BQPPQ, BtBPQ, B2PPQ, and BNPPQ by B3LYP/6-31G

Figure 4. The calculated HOMO, LUMO energy levels (in eV), and the

HOMO–LUMO gaps (DH–L) of each molecular by B3LYP/6-31G
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the bridge carbon atom and its conjoint atoms of the intra-ring in
the HOMO. On the contrary, there is bonding in the bridge single
bond of the inter-ring and antibonding between the bridge atom
and its neighbor in the intra-ring in the LUMO. This may explain
the nonplanarity that is observed for these oligomers in their
ground states. However, the LUMO of all of the oligomers
generally shows bonding character between the two adjacent
subunits. This can implies that the singlet excited state involving
mainly the promotion of an electron from the HOMO to the
LUMO should be more planar.
The HOMO and LUMO energies can be calculated nicely by DFT

in this study. The energies of HOMO and LUMO orbitals have been
complied in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 4, the HOMO energy levels are
��5.89, ��5.64, ��5.52, ��5.53, and ��4.90 eV in B1, B1PPQ,
BtBPQ, B2PPQ, and BNPPQ, respectively. The HOMO energy level
of BNPPQ is higher than the energies of all the other molecules,
indicating that the presence of the aniline groups on the
4-phenyl-6-(4-phenylquinolin-6-yl)quinoline core have signifi-
cantly improved the hole-creating properties of the oligomers.
Additionally, the LUMO energy levles slightly change in B1
(�1.80 eV), B1PPQ (�1.91 eV), BtBPQ (�1.84 eV), and B2PPQ
(�1.94 eV), suggesting that these four aryl substituents does not
www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/poc Copyright � 2008
effect much on the electron-accepting ability. It is noteworthy
that the LUMO of BNPPQ (�1.56 eV) sharply increases about
0.3 eV less than the four molecules above. This is reasonable
because the HOMO shows inter-ring antibonding character and
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. J. Phys. Org. Chem. 2009, 22 118–124
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Figure 5. Total of DOS of B1, B1PPQ, BtBPQ, B2PPQ, and BNPPQ

Table 2. The HOMO–LUMO gaps (DH–L) by B3LYP and the
lowest excitation energies (Egs) (in eV) by TDDFT of each
molecular

Molecular DH–L Egs (TD) Egs
[7] (expl)

B1 4.09 3.69 —
B1PPQ 3.73 3.35 3.0
BtBPQ 3.68 3.29 3.0
B2PPQ 3.57 3.19 2.85
BNPPQ 3.34 3.00 —

Table 3. IPs and EAs for each molecular (in eV)

Molecular IP (a) IP (v) EA (a) EA (v)

B1 7.07 7.07 0.73 0.55
B1PPQ 6.53 6.80 0.99 0.87
BtBPQ 6.26 6.53 0.95 0.83
B2PPQ 6.26 6.26 1.12 1.02
BNPPQ 5.71 5.71 0.66 0.54
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the LUMO shows inter-ring bonding character, the variation of
torsional angles should have a larger effect on the LUMO. In a
word, BNPPQ is a good hole-creating material.
Furthermore, the total density of states (DOS) of systems B1,

B1PPQ, BtBPQ, B2PPQ, and BNPPQ which were carried out by
B3LYP/6-31G method has been compared in Fig. 5. We can find
that the energies of HOMO are similar for B1, B1PPQ, BtBPQ, and
B2PPQ, but that of BNPPQ is the highest obviously in these
compounds.

HOMO–LUMO gaps and lowest excitation energies

It is well known that the energy gaps are weightily related to the
optical and electronic properties. To gain insight into the
influence of the various aryl substituents in these five molecules,
the calculated HOMO and LUMO energy levels and energy gaps
are carried out by B3LYP/6-31G.
In this part, our calculated energy gap in theory is the orbital

energy difference between HOMO and LUMO, termed the
HOMO–LUMO gap (DH–L). Experimentally, it is most obtained
from the absorption spectra, which is the lowest transition (or
excitation) energy from the ground state to the first dipo-
le-allowed excited state, termed the optical band gap (Eg). In fact,
the optical band gap is not the orbital energy difference between
HOMO and LUMO, but the energy difference between the S0
and S1 states. Only when the excitation to the S1 state
corresponds almost exclusively to the promotion of the electron
from the HOMO to the LUMO may the values of the optical band
gap and the HOMO–LUMO gap be approximately equal. So, here
we also theoretically calculated the optical band gaps of these
molecules at TDDFT level. As mentioned above, these optical
band gaps are obtained from the absorption spectra.
The HOMO–LUMO gaps and the lowest excitation energies

calculated by TDDFT//B3LYP/6-31G as well as counterpart of the
experimental data for B1, B1PPQ, BTBPQ, B2PPQ, and BNPPQ in
Table 2. The B3LYP/6-31G HOMO–LUMO energy gaps (DH–L) are
higher than the TDDFT//B3LYP/6-31G energies (Eg). Although there
are some discrepancies between the calculated DH–L and Eg, the
variation trend is similar. As expected, the HOMO–LUMO gaps
decrease in the sequence of B1 (4.09 eV), B1PPQ (3.73eV), BtBPQ
J. Phys. Org. Chem. 2009, 22 118–124 Copyright � 2008 John W
(3.68 eV), B2PPQ (3.57eV), and BNPPQ (3.34 eV) with varying the
aryl substituents. TheHOMO–LUMOgap of BNPPQ is the narrowest
in these five molecules. In Fig. 4, we can vividly observe the
variations of the HOMO–LUMO gaps of B1, B1PPQ, BtBPQ, B2PPQ,
and BNPPQ. These results presented earlier support that the LUMO,
HOMO, and energy gap of these quinoline oligomers can easily be
modified or tuned by the use of various substituents at both end of
the 4-phenyl-6-(4-phenylquinolin-6-yl)quinoline core. And introdu-
cing the electronic donator is a key point toward the development
this kind of n-type conjugated materials for OLEDs.

Ionization potentials and electron affinities

The device performance of OLEDs depends on the charge
injection and transport as well as the excitation confinement in a
device. In this section, we present the calculated IPs and EAs by
DFT//B3LYP/6-31G for B1, B1PPQ, BtBPQ, B2PPQ, and BNPPQ in
Table 3.
Herein, we list IP and EA either for vertical (v: at the geometry of

the neutral molecule) or adiabatic (a: optimized structure for both
the neutral and charged molecule). The variety trends of the IP
and EA for each molecule are similar to those of the negative of
HOMO and LUMO energies. The energies required to create a
hole for B1, B1PPQ, BtBPQ, B2PPQ, and BNPPQ are 7.07, 6.53, 6.26,
6.26, and 5.71 eV, respectively, whereas the extraction of an
electron from the anion require 0.73, 0.99, 0.95, 1.12, and 0.66 eV,
respectively. It is clear that the calculated IP is decreasing by the
use of various substituents at both ends. At the same time, our
calculated EA values increase in the sequence of B1, BtBPQ,
B1PPQ, BNPPQ, and B2PPQ. In a word, the IP value of BNPPQ is the
lowest in these five oligomers and the EA value of B2PPQ is
the highest. Obviously, introducing the aminobenzene group at
the main core can improve the ability to create holes, which is in
accord with the analysis from the HOMO and LUMO energies. This
should be useful to enhance the injection of holes and electron
transport from anode and cathode in light-emitting diodes.
iley & Sons, Ltd. www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/poc



Table 4. Absorption spectra data obtained by the TDDFT//B3LYP/6-31G on the DFT//B3LYP/6-31G geometries for each molecular

Electronic transitions Wavelengths (nm) f MO/character Coefficient

B1
S0! S1 335.85 0.1599 HOMO! LUMO 0.66
S0! S2 318.59 0.0260 HOMO! LUMOþ1 0.58
S0! S3 313.57 0.0047 HOMO�3! LUMO 0.53

B1PPQ
S0! S1 370.63 0.7888 HOMO! LUMO 0.67
S0! S2 339.39 0.0180 HOMO! LUMOþ1 0.62
S0! S3 321.74 0.0232 HOMO-2! LUMO 0.44

Experiment BtBPQ 356a, 369b

S0! S1 376.77 1.0111 HOMO! LUMO 0.67
S0! S2 343.20 0.0178 HOMO! LUMOþ1 0.64
S0! S3 323.58 0.0265 HOMO�2! LUMO 0.50

Experiment B2PPQ 360a, 370b

S0! S1 388.67 1.4718 HOMO! LUMO 0.67
S0! S2 348.80 0.0110 HOMO! LUMOþ1 0.64
S0! S3 341.38 0.0008 HOMO�1! LUMO 0.67

Experiment BNPPQ 366a, 384b

S0! S1 412.93 1.0256 HOMO! LUMO 0.67
S0! S2 376.56 0.0004 HOMO�1! LUMO 0.62
S0! S3 372.61 0.0100 HOMO! LUMOþ1 0.63

aMeasured in dilute solution.
bMeasured as thin films in ref. 7, 8.
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Absorption spectra

We have obtained the absorption spectra of the singlet–singlet
electronic transition of B1, B1PPQ, BtBPQ, B2PPQ, and BNPPQ at
TD-DFT//B3LYP/6-31G level. Table 4 lists out the transition
energies, oscillator strengths and main configurations for the
most relevant first three singlet excited states by TD-DFT.
In Table 4, it can be found that our calculated absorption

wavelengths by TD-DFT are higher than the experimental results.
This discrepancy may be owing to neglecting completely the
solvent effects. However, the results can still reflect some
variation trend. Obviously, this excitation to the S1 state
corresponds all exclusively to the promotion of an electron from
HOMO to LUMO. The oscillator strength (f ) of the S0! S1
electronic transition is the largest in each molecule except B1.
Moreover, we also find that with the variety of the substituents on
the central core, the absorption wavelengths increase in the
sequence of B1, B1PPQ, BtBPQ, B2PPQ, and BNPPQ, presenting
the red shifts both in experiment and calculation. Our calculated
absorption spectra data are 335.85 (B1)< 370.63 (B1PPQ)<
376.77 (BtBPQ)< 388.67 (B2PPQ)< 412.93 nm (BNPPQ), which
have the same trend compared with the experimental absorption
spectra [369 (B1PPQ)< 370 (BtBPQ)< 384 nm (B2PPQ) measured
as thin films[7,8]]. This is reasonable because the HOMO! LUMO
transition is predominant in the S0! S1 electronic transition and,
as the analysis above shows, with the extension of the
p-conjugated area or introduction of the electronic donator on
the central core, the HOMO–LUMO gaps decrease.

Emission spectra and the decay lifetimes

In this article, TD-DFT//B3LYP/6-31G has used on the basis of the
optimized excited state geometry to obtain the emission
www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/poc Copyright � 2008
wavelengths for these five quinoline derivatives under study.
These calculated outcomes show that on going from B1, B1PPQ,
BtBPQ, B2PPQ, and BNPPQ, the emission wavelengths exhibit red
shift [391.48< 430.07< 435.86< 444.57< 463.28 nm see in
Table 5]. The Stoke’s shifts are 55.63, 59.44, 59.09, 55.9, and
50.35 nm, respectively. The Stoke’s shifts of these five oligomers
are similar, and that of BNPPQ is the smallest. This may be
because of introducing the aminobenzene group which is
electron donator on the central core. Furthermore, similar to the
absorption spectra, the emission peaks with the strongest
oscillator strength are all assigned to p!p* character arising
from HOMO to LUMO transition in these five oligomers.
Moreover, to further explore the nature of the emitting excited

states of these five oligomers, we calculated the decay lifetimes.
On the basis of the fluorescence energy and oscillator
strength,[24–26] the radiative lifetimes (t) have been computed
for spontaneous emission by using the Einstein transition
probabilities according to the formula (in au)[24,27] as follow:

t ¼ C3

2 EFluð Þ2f
where C is the velocity of light, EFlu is the transition energy, and f is
the oscillator strength. The calculated lifetime t for these five
molecules and the experimental data are listed in Table 5 by
TD-DFTmethod. The variation of substituents leads to decrease of
excitation energies and an increase in oscillator strengths, but a
sharp decrease in oscillator strength in BNPPQ. These cause a
decrease of calculated radiative lifetime (t) except for BNPPQ (see
in Table 5). The experimental values for B1PPQ, BtBPQ, and B2PPQ
were measured in dilute solution, whereas our data in this work
were all calculated as gassiest. So there are some discrepancies
between the calculated values and the experimental data.
However, it is obviously that the general variation direction is
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. J. Phys. Org. Chem. 2009, 22 118–124
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Table 5. Emission spectra data obtained by the TDDFT//B3LYP/6-31G based on the CIS/6-31G geometries for each molecular

Molecule Electronic transition Wavelengths (nm) f t (ns) MO/character
Experimental

wavelengths (nm)

B1 S1! S0 391.48 0.3144 5.66 HOMO! LUMO — —
B1PPQ S1! S0 430.11 1.1371 2.46 HOMO! LUMO 401a 440b

BtBPQ S1! S0 435.87 1.3818 2.07 HOMO! LUMO 405a 443b

B2PPQ S1! S0 444.57 1.7698 1.69 HOMO! LUMO 409a 458b

BNPPQ S1! S0 463.28 1.4557 2.23 HOMO! LUMO — —

aMeasured in dilute solution.
bMeasured as thin films in ref. 7, 8.
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similar either in experiment or in calculation. All in all, the
calculated lifetimes match fairly well with the experimental data
for the blue emission.
CONCLUSIONS

A systematic theoretical study has been performed on n-type
conjugated oligomers in this work. The frontier molecular orbitals
were spread over the backbone. The HOMO possesses an
antibonding character and the LUMO holds a bonding character
between the two adjacent subunits, which may explain that the
excited-state structures of each molecule have a better coplanar
conformation than the ground-state structures. Importantly, the
introduction of better electron-donating groups on the central
core can increase the HOMO energies; consequently, this should
be useful to enhance the injection of holes. Excitation to the S1
state corresponds almost exclusively to the promotion of an
electron from HOMO to LUMO. Varying the substituents leads to a
red shift of the absorption peak in the sequence of B1, B1PPQ,
BtBPQ, B2PPQ, and BNPPQ. In addition, the emission of these five
molecules also appear red-shifted to some extent.
Overall, these five n-type oligoquinolines derivatives are

excellent materials for further development as robust blue
emitters for blue OLEDs. And it is remarkable that BNPPQ is the
better choice as hole-transport materials in the oligomers we
investigated.
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